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Please Note Date and Location: The Ad-Hoc Commission Meeting will be held on
Monday, August 14th at 1:00 p.m. in the City Council Chambers, 915 I Street,
Second Floor.
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NO. 1) Roll
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NO. 2) Presentation to the City Council
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Action Required:

Presentation by Chairman

ITEM NO. 3) Opportunity for Public Comment on Other Matters Not on This Agenda
but Within the Joint Jurisdiction of This Meeting
Action Required:
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Receive and File

NO. 4) Adjourn
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This meeting can be seen on cable channel 65, the government
affairs channel, Monday August 21 at 7:00 p.m. and again on
Tuesday August 22 at 10:00 a. m.
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ITEM 2

SACRAMENTO AD-HOC CHARTER COMMISSION
1010 8th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 * 440-5600

August 2, 1989

TO:

Mayor and Members, Sacramento City Council

FROM:

Roy E. Brewer, Chairman
Sacramento Ad-Hoc Charter Commission

SUBJECT:

DRAFT CHARTER PROPOSAL

On behalf of the Sacramento Ad-Hoc Charter Commission, I am pleased with the
opportunity to discuss your questions and concerns regarding the Commission's
proposed Charter in this workshop setting. The Commission is well along into
its summer schedule of community meetings and is reviewing public comments for
further consideration in September, when the Commission reconvenes for final
review of the Charter.
Attached is a summary of the Charter which briefly contains the following major
elements:
-- the creation of a two-tier system, with the consolidated City-County of
Sacramento managing regional issues such as traffic, air quality,
regional planning, and city-county policy decisions;
-- the creation of twenty Local Community Councils, each governed by an
elected body of at last five members, to address specific land use
issues of a local nature and provide a voice for community concerns to
the metropolitan legislature;
-- the formation of a single, eleven member Council of Supervisors which
will result in a greater ability to dpal with regional problems and
issues;
-

a strong Mayor elected county-wide with veto, line-item veto, and
extensive appointment powers to carry out a voter approved agenda
regarding policy and programs; and,

-

a net fiscal savings of $27.2 million in 1987 dollars as a result of
efficiency gains and increased state subventions. Annnal savings will
be even higher, and these savings will accrue even after implementation
costs are considered.

Our goal in this workshop is to obtain a legislative consensus from the City
Council regarding specific concerns which require further consideration by the
Commission before the Charter is finalized.
The Commission is looking for your collective guidance and direction before we
reconvene in September. Our desire is to create a Charter proposal that has
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the consensus of the entire community and, most importantly, its elected
officials.
TO help guide the discussion, we have attached two summary documents for your
review. The first is a compilation of questions asked by Board and Council
members at the joint meeting on June 21. This document provides detailed
responses to the specific questions and Should engender further discussions as
you deliberate the proposal.
The second is a copy of the Charter summary which was enclosed in the final
report sUbmitted to you on June 6.
Again, we would like to thank you for consideration of this important matter,
and we look forward to your comments.

ROY
BREWER, Chairman
Sacramento Ad-Hoc Charter Commission
PH:adj
Attachments:
1. Summary of Questions
2. Charter Summary
89'343

SUmmary of Cbuncil and Board Questions

Grouped by Subject Area

City Attorney?
Did we examine the idea of an elected City/County Attorney? (Shore)
Yes, the Commission did examine this idea. The Commission recognized that
having separate executive and legislative leadership could result in occasional
legal conflicts between their respective policy viewpoints. An independent
City/County Attorney is essential in these situations, as well as others, to
achieve a proper legal determination. Therefore, the Commission examined three
scenarios:
-

Have two separate legal counsels for both the executive and legislative
bodies.
-

-

Have an elected City Attorney.
-

-

This was rejected because it is costly, unnecessary, and might
even result in two conflicting legal opinions depending on the
policy viewpoint of the employer (Council or Mayor). In the vast
majority of cases, there will be no conflict and it would be
redundant to retain separate counsel.

This is an excellent approach to give the City/County Attorney
great independence, but it results in a City/County Attorney not
directly responsible to either body that the office was set up to
serve. More importantly, it politicizes the office and results in
fragmentation of authority or worse, a separate branch of
government and yet another policy viewpoint. Should this happen,
it is likely that the Mayor and Council will each desire their own
independent counsel.

Have the appointment and removal of the City/County Attorney require
the concurrence of both the Mayor and the Council of Supervisors.
-

This gives legal counsel independence since it requires the
concurrence of both branches to fire him/her, but it also allows
the Mayor and Council to fire an ineffective counsellor. It makes
legal counsel responsible to both branches and less likely to
either politicize the office or Choose sides in a policy dispute.

The Commission chose the third option as offering the most independence and
the most flexibility. The Charter also allows the Council of Supervisors or
the Mayor to seek outside counsel if the City Attorney determines that a
potential conflict exists. In these cases, the counsel would be hired on an
ad-hoc basis, and not be permanent.
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Affirmative Action?

Did we examine inclusion of stating traditional areas of discrimination, as
well as adding sexual orientation, to the affirmative action section (Section
1302)? 021crel

Although Section 1302 does not explicitly list which groups would be provided
equal opportunity, it does state that all persons are entitled to equal
opportunity. However, Section 1301 dc* explicitly state the traditionally
protected discriminated groups. Section 1301 reads:
All appointments, promotions, reductions and removals in the government
service shall be made without regard to sex, race, religion, national
origin or political affiliation.
Further, regarding other discriminated groups, Section 1301 reads:
The Council of Supervisors by ordinance shall include such additional
non-discrimination provisions as may be necessary from time to time to
conform to applicable Federal and State law.. .The provisions of this
section are not intended to prevent the establishment of special limited
programs or affirmative action programs for the employment of
economically or socially disadvantaged persons, or physically or mentally
handicapped persons.
Thus, the Charter protects groups which the court has said must be protected,
and allows the Council of Supervisors and the Mayor flexibility to implement
special programs or other protections as they see fit.
Taxes and Service Districts?
What would happen to the City utility tax? (Robie)
flew do we ensure that City services are not diluted into the County -- that
the City residents do not subsidize County residents? (Rbbie, Shore)

The Commission acknowledged that currently, City residents pay additional taxes
that unincorporated residents do not, mainly the utility tax. In addition,
City residents receive a higher service level in certain areas (i.e. police
officers per capita in the City is almost double that in the unincorporated
area). To assure City residents that their higher service level is not diluted
to the unincorporated area, the Commission created two service districts. The
urban service district would cover the old City, and the higher level of
service currently received would not be decreased. The remainder of the County
would encompass the general services district and would also involve no
dilution of service. Thus, former City residents are assured that the
additional tax money that they pay stays in the former City.
However, the Charter mandates that an analysis of these services and
appropriate revenue sources be undertaken by the Council of Supervisors to
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determine which ought to be provided County-wide and which ought to remain
urban in nature.
How can we more effectively deal with equalization of taxes* (Shore)
Hat•1 do we get tax bases similar* (Rade)
While the creation of two service districts protects the City residents, these
service districts are not meant to be permanent. The ultimate goal is to
ensure all residents that they are getting the services they need in their
respective areas, and paying a tax rate commensurate with these services. For
some services, this will mean equalization County-wide. In others, the need
may be greater in certain urban areas, and therefore the tax and service level
may be higher in those areas. To determine a proper tax and service level, the
Charter dictates that a complete service and tax analysis be undertaken after
the Charter is approved to determine:
-- which services should be equalized County wide;
-

-

which services are unique to the urban area;

-

a proper taxation level in each area that is consistent with the level
of service provided; and,

-- how to achieve these service and taxation adjustments utilizing the
additional savings and revenues which are available as a result of the
merger.
After this task is completed, strategies for service and tax equalization can
' be made. It is not at all inconceivable, when the projected additional
revenues and efficiency gains are realized from the merger, that City
residents could see a reduction in their utility tax, or some mechanism can
utilized by elected officials to arrive at an equitable tax rate County-wide
based upon need and services used.
Can a "drop dead date" be added regarding equalization of taxes and services
throughout the County so the difference doesn't last forever? Is two years
after the Council of Supervisors take office acceptable? How much should the
interim government do in equalizing taxes' (Rastanis)
At present, the Charter does not dictate any definite date When equalization of

taxes and services must occur. The Charter mandates a service analysis be
undertaken, and that the new Council of Supervisors take actions where
appropriate to equalize services and taxes. A date certain could be added to
the Charter, perhaps two years after the first Council of Supervisors takes
office, which would result in policies equalizing most tax and service levels
to be implemented no later than January, 1995.
A two year deadline might be appropriate to provide comfort that this issue

will be resolved in a timely and efficient manner. Therefore, it is
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recommended that the Commission consider a time deadline when they reconvene on
September 19.
Is the City being treated fairly regarding parks? After all, County local
parts are being provided by special districts. Will City residents bear the
burden for regional parks? (Collin, Pbbie)
Yes, the City is being treated fairly, and no, the City residents will not bear
the burden for regional parks.
Both the City and County provide regional park and recreation facilities and
programs. The City maintains a number of golf courses, the Sacramento Zoo, the
Crocker Art Museum and several other facilities. The County maintains such
facilities as the American River Parkway, Elk Grove and Rancho Seco Parks,
golf facilities, and the Cherry Island Soccer facility. According to Arthur
Young, in both the City and County, these regional facilities are paid for
through general fund revenues and user fees. A merger would result in regional
park facility costs being borne equally by all residents County-wide, which
Should actually benefit City residents because at present many of these
facilities are used extensively by County residents (i.e. the zoo) but the
costs are borne disproportionately by City residents.
In addition, local parks provided by special districts in the unincorporated
areag are paid for through a transfer of the property tax which is generated
from that area. City residents will not pay for any special district park
facilities. In the City, local parks are provided for through general tax
revenue. The City local parks will continue to be funded by City residents
(just as unincorporated residents fund their own local parks) and neighborhood
City parks will be protected as part of the urban services district. The extra
revenue City residents pay for their parks will remain in the former City to
maintain and potentially upgrade facilities. Future years may see park
districts merged, and the tax these residents now pay for this service would be
Shifted from a special district property tax transfer to the general fund.
In essence, the City residents will not be put at any disadvantage as a result
of this charter.
Local Community Council's (LCC's) and Planning?

One purpose for this effort was a more streamlined government. Is adding 20
new units of government streamlining? Is this less government? (Chinn)
One purpose of the reorganization is to create a more efficient government,
especially in the delivery of municipal and County services. This is achieved
under the consolidation by merging the many duplicative services and
departments to take advantage of efficiency gains and economies of scale.
Yet another major purpose of the reorganization is to provide a more
responsive government, a government which is closer to the people and responds
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to neighborhood concerns both now and in the future. A reorganization that is
structured for more responsiveness may not result in the most "streamlined"
government, but it does result in a more democratic one.
Our community meetings, polls, and research have all Shown that Sacramentan's
want an element of local control, especially in view of the consolidation
resulting in a "bigger" government. To achieve this, the Local Community
Councils were created. These Councils add this element of local control, and
any additional cost is more than offset be overall efficiency gains resulting
from consolidation. In addition, and equally important, they provide a focal
point to express community concerns to the metropolitan government.

.

City residents elect no more elected officials than is the current practice.
It will not be cumbersome or more complicated, but it Should add more
responsiveness and representation. However, the current appointed community
planning council representative in the unincorporated area would be required to
be elected. In addition, County residents will also vote for a City/County
wide Mayor. Therefore, the unincorporated area would elect two more officials
than is the current practice.
Should LCC's be appointed or elected? (Chinn, Serna)

The Commission polled the electorate of Sacramento on this question, and an
overwhelming 85% stated that they want elected LCC members. The Commission
agrees with this decision.
The main reason is that elected officials are responsible to the electorate
that put them into office. Appointed officials are responsible to those who
appointed them. If we are to add an element of local control, and have
officials who truly represent the citizens of these areas, then these people
must be elected by the citizens. The perception was very strong among those
who attended our community meetings that appointed bodies would result in no
true local power, would be constantly overruled, and would not be responsive to
the citizens, but instead to the appointing body.
Elected representatives add a democratic, accountable, and responsive element
to the lora3 control issue.
Will this result in too many elected officials? (Chinn, Smoley)
With twenty LCC's of five members each, this will result in one hundred
additional elected officials.
Initially, this may seem like a lot, but it must be kept in mind that the
unincorporated voter will have only two additional representatives to vote for.
The first will be the new Mayor, and the second will be the LCC member who
will represent only a small, grassroots, neighborhood-based constituency. The
City voter remains unchanged with respect to the number of elected officials.
Each LCC will be divided into five equal sized districts, and so there should
be little confusion to the voter. Further, with such a small area, and as a
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result of the provisions in the Charter which will require campaign
contribution limits, these elections and campaigns will be small, inexpensive,
grassroots elections. Finally, the number will not be very much different
than the nuMber of Planning Advisory Council (PAC) members already present in
the unincorporated area. The main difference is that these present PAC's are
appointed, and LC members will be elected.
Had

are the DCC members responsible to the Council of Supervisors? (Serna)

The LCC members are not directly responsible to the Council of Supervisors,
they are responsible to the electorate of their district. This was set up
intentionally by the Commission to alleviate the concern and perception that
the LCC's would be nothing more than pawns of the Council of Supervisors.
They are, of course, administratively accountable to the Council of Supervisors
since the LCC members must abide by Council decisions and ordinances, can not
dictate mandates or commands to the Metropolitan government and, in general,
are involved in different decisions from the Council. In addition, the Council
of Supervisors is responsible for creating a zoning code which all LCC's must
follow. This results in assurances that each LCC must Abide by certain
standards and helps the Council coordinate the decisions of individual LCC's.
Obviously, other forms of coordination must take place, but this can be
achieved through cooperation among the Supervisor that represents that
district and the LCC members. There is an obvious incentive for both bodies to
work together to achieve common goals.
ICC's and Metro coordinate? What is the relationship between these
two levels' arawill LCC's coordinate among themselves? Will they end up as
competitors? (Chinn)
HOW Will

The LCC's and the Metro each have their own separate spheres regarding planning
matters, and these are defined in the Charter and ultimately refined in the
new zoning and planning codes. Further, in many planning matters, such as the
preparation of community plans or subdivision review, the Metro government must
review these decisions for consistency with the general plan.
In addition, because the LCC's will become the main spokesgroup for community
concerns to the Metro level, it Should result in better coordination and help
the Council of Supervisors as they will have a clearer voice speaking to them
concerning community concerns. Each community will have one main body
representing them, and the Council member from that district will also be Able
to speak to the community by attending and participating in LCC meetings.
There Should be no competition among LCC's. Each LCC decides only on those
issues that are of local concern. On occasion, a particular decision may
affect two LCC's and in these cases the approval of both LCC's would be
necessary. In most instances, issues that spill over into another community
are by definition regional issues and will be decided by the Council of
Supervisors. In addition, because each LCC has no revenue authority, there
will be no incentive to compete for development or revenue that would take
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place under a scenario of multiple incorporations. The LCC's are not competing
for revenue, not making decisions that would affect other communities, and not
directly tied to the other LCC's. There is no reason for competition.
Coordination or cooperation is possible when issues of concern to communities
in general are raised. Here, working informally, the LCC's could put pressure
on the Council for same decisions. Yet, if a majority of locally elected
officials band together to put pressure on City/County-wide officials on issues
of concern to those communities, then the process is working properly, and may
result in pressure on the City/County-wide officials.
Will IL's balkenize planning process? (Serna)

The LCC's will not balkenize the planning process. The overall City/County
general plan will be controlled by the Council of Supervisors at the Metro
level, although the LCC's will be a part of the preparation of the plan. This
plan will be the blueprint for City/County-wide planning. The role of the
LCC's is to basically implement and tailor this plan for their communities, but
always within the guidelines of the general plan.
Balkenized planning would develop if multiple incorporations were to happen.
If this were to occur, instead of several community plans -- all consistent
with one master plan, the County would end up with several independent general
plans, with no coordination whatsoever.
Finally, the decisions being made by the LCC's are those which only affect that
community, and so balkenized planning ought not occur.
Bow did the Orimmision deal with NIMBI Nat In My Back Yard) issues' (G.
Johnson) How does the Charter deal with disproportionate distribution of
social programs and housing allocations? (3. Johnson)
In determining the proper land use decision making balance between the LCC's
and Metro governments, NIMBI and fair share allocation of housing and social
programs was a major concern. The Commission understood that if these
programs, developments, or projects where given to the LCC's, a high potential
existed that little if any of these needed projects would ever be approved.
The only answer is that these issues must be controlled by the Metropolitan
government, and that in many instances NIMBI issues must be included as part
of the general plan. NIMBI issues, therefore, are the responsibility of the
Council of Supervisors and the Mayor.

NIMBI issues and social programs are regional concerns and may result in a
more specific and detailed general plan, and will also result in the many
controversial decisions being borne by the Council of Supervisors, but that is
the responsibility of these elected officials.
Concerning proper allocation of these programs City/County-wide, a fair Share
program can be developed to properly disperse these facilities and programs
throughout the City/County. In fact, because each community, including low
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income communities, will have a clear voice representing each area, the chances
are much better that a fairer allocation will take place. The Commission
believes the LCC's will accept their fair Share if they are part of the
process. However, failing LCC cooperation, the ultimate decision must lie with
the Council, and NIMBI issues will be resolved at the Metropolitan level
through specific overlay zones within the general plan.
Haw does the Charter address pmcblem that elected officia1g frequently cave in
to special interests and development interests? (3. Joihnson)
No Charter can guarantee elected officials will not cave in to special
interests, and even if it could, it would probably not be desirable. Not all
"special interests" are negative, and building coalitions of diverse special
interest groups to pass policies is the sign of a healthy and democratic
government.

The Charter doe require that campaign contribution limits be established, and
that expenditure limitations and partial campaign financing also be formulated
as is allowed by state law (Section 1805). Thus, limiting campaign influence
is set in the Charter, but leadership and courage to stand pp to special
interests among our elected officials is not something that can be solved in a
structural document.
Who is the appellate body on local planning decisions made by the LCC's?
(Serna)

To ensure that proper procedural rules are followed, and that capricious
decisions are not made by an LCC, the commission created an independent appeal
process. The Commission examined many ids, but extensively focussed upon two
plans:
1)

Having an appeal to the Council of Supervisors. This was rejected
because of the strong sentiment in the community meetings that if the
Council of Supervisors could override LCC decisions, then the LCC's
were basically powerless, and community concerns would be lost. The
concern was expressed that this would essentially put the Council of
Supervisors in control of the entire planning process, and defeat the
goal of more local control.

2)

Establish an appeals board composed exclusively of members of LCC's.
This lessens the concern among the communities that their decisions
will constantly be overturned. Their decisions will be judged by their
peers. In addition, the commission believes this same board could be
used to aid in the creation of the general plan and other regional
issues by acting as the Planning Commission for the City/County. This
would allow local representatives to examine regional issues and
understand the complexities of the County as a whole, While also
maintaining a community perspective. It Should result in a Planning
Commission sensitive to both community and City/County concerns. The
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appeals process results in a comfort level to the communities, but
obvious abuses or errors in procedures could be examined.
Finally, as is the case in any decision, a person or corporation which feels
that an LCC and Policy Planning Commission decision is still in error can
always bring the matter to court.
How many I's per Supervisorial district? (Serna) Can a Supervisor have two
or three ICC boundaries intersecting or as part of their district? (r.
Johnson) If so, how does this affect appointments to the Policy Planning
rnmmissiod) (r. Johnson) Can an LCC have more than one member on the Planning
Commission? (r. Johnson)
With eleven Supervisorial districts -- all of equal population -- and twenty
LCC's of varying size, there is going to be some overlap and splitting of
LCC's into different Supervisorial districts. This can not be avoided unless
the LCC's are based strictly on population, and this results in communities
with no natural identity.
Although some splitting of communities is inevitable, the Charter dictates that
in drawing Supervisorial districts, after taking population into account,
maintaining a match between Supervisorial districts and LOC boundaries is the
highest criteria. In most instances, an LCC Should be totally encompassed
within a Supervisorial district. Still, in some cases, a Supervisor will
likely have parts of two LCC's within their district, and in some instances
maybe three.
This will impact the selection of members from the Policy Planning Commission,
but only in a limited way. The process, as the Charter currently reads, states
that each LCC will nominate one member to serve on the Planning Commission.
The Supervisor will then Chose from among those LCC nominees which have any
land in that Supervisor's district. Thus, the same nominee may be available
for serving in two or more districts, but in no case can more than one LCC
member be chosen from a particular LCC. If an LCC intersects two Supervisorial
districts, and a Supervisor Chooses that person, it eliminates him/her from
consideration by other Supervisors.
How did we arrive at the number of five for LCC members? (Serna)

The Commission arrived at five because it is manageable, allows access for
different minority groups, allows expression of specific neighborhood interests
within the LOC, and has worked very successfully in general law cities of
similar size to LCC's throughout the state.
The Charter permits more than five members if the residents of an LCC feel that
more representation is needed. An expansion of the LCC membership would simply
require a petition process and approval of the Council of Supervisors. The
Council approval was placed in the Charter because the expansion could have
budget ramifications (i.e. drawing new districts, staff costs, etc.), and,
therefore, some control is necessary.
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What criteria was used to arrive at present TLX boundaries? (Eastanis)
The LCC's that are in the Charter are based upon natural communities as
defined by a number of criteria, but mainly by the communities themselves.
Specific criteria used include:
-

zip code boundaries (especially in the unincorporated area);

-

man-made and natural boundaries;

-- historical influences;
-

community input;

-

minority concentrations; and,

-- Planning Advisory Council boundaries.
Before arriving at these boundaries, the Commission also looked at several
scenarios involving communities of equal population. In each population based
scenario, present communities were split up and became unrecognizable, In
addition, even if some community identity could develop in these districts,
each decade a new census would result in different communities. The result is
that this was an unacceptable option.
The boundaries that are presented in the draft Charter have been reviewed by
the citizens in each of our community meetings, and minor adaptations are still
being made, but the Commission has received very positive response in each
community where they have been seen.
Who sets LCC district boundaries on a regular basis? (Ferris) Who sets the
initial boundaries? (Ferris)
The Council of Supervisors will be responsible for approving LCC district
boundaries. It is assumed that these boundaries will be drawn in partnership
with the affected Communities through the public hearing process. The
Supervisors may even choose to delegate this task to the Communities since the
residents have expertise to properly recognize logical districts.
It is anticipated that the initial boundaries will be set by the transition
government with communities having a great influence in this process.
Are Arthur Young's LCC staffing costs accurate? (Chinn, Streng)

Arthur Young estimated the costs and staffing needs for the LCC's. In
determining proper staffing needs, Arthur Young assumed that most staff would
not be permanently assigned to an LCC, but instead be utilized from a combined
City/County staff.
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In direct staffing, Arthur Young concluded:
-- each LCC, regardless of size, will need a baseline staff support
equivalent to one-quarter full-time employee (FTE); and,
-- in addition to baseline support, one-quarter kit may be required for
every 25,000 population or increment thereof. This means that an LCC
with less than 25,000 population would have one-half PIE staff support,
and an LCC of 60,000 would have a full-time position.
In addition to clerical staff, Arthur Young has also determined that additional
staff will be necessary in the planning and legal departments to account for
the increased work load which would occur in the preparation of new community
plans and to assure that planning and legal staff are available for LCC
meetings. This staff includes:
-- A supervisor and about eight planners, or approximately one planner
for every 2.5 LCC's on average;
-- two other planners for increased development of community plans;
-- five clerical support positions within the planning department; and,
-- two attorneys.
Thus, each LCC will have access to the Metro planning staff, the Metro legal
counsel, and have their own clerical staff member.
Finally, when one considers that these LCC's provide no services, are only
part-time decision-making bodies meeting on probably at most a weekly basis,
and have accessto Metro staff when necessary, the Arthur Young staffing seems
quite reasonable. Although the LCC's may pressure for more staff, this concept
provides decision making closer to the people without creating a new City or a
bureaucracy.
Law Enforcement?
Should an elected Sheriff or appointed Police Chief run the department? Did we
look at the San Francisco model regarding law enforcement? (Ftbic

The Commission did debate at length the issue of whether an elected Sheriff or
an appointed Police Chief should be in charge of the Police Department.
Members also examined the San Francisco model which has the Sheriff maintaining
control aver the jails and courts, while the appointed Chief controls all other
police functions. The Commission decided upon the Sheriff being the head of
the consolidated department for the following reasons:
-- the State Constitution requires each County to have an elected
Sheriff;
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-

the County of Sacramento has a long history of excellent and competent
Sheriffs (as does the City with their Police Chiefs);

-

the elected Sheriff allows direct accountability to the voters for one
of the most important municipal areas. In fact, the two Commission
sponsored opinion polls Show law enforcement concerns as the top
priority of Sacramento voters;

-

reaction from almost twenty community meetings to date has Shown
support among those attending for the Sheriff to be in charge;

-

an elected Sheriff still allows for professional management and
administration of the department. The everyday running and
administration of the department will still be carried out by
professionally trained officers and administrators; and,

-

The San Francisco mcdel results in a Sheriff with no real police power.
It seems to go against the basic concept that the state's voters
approved in the Constitution of having a Sheriff be accountable for law
enforcement.

Shouldn't law enforcement be under the control of the Mayor since crime is
such a major part of an agenda? Wouldn't it make the police more accountable?
(3. Johnson) Bow does one square the notion of an independent Sheriff with a
strong Mayor? (3. Johnson)
Again, the Commission discussed this issue. Clearly, crime issues are
paramount to the voters, and would likely be a major part of any Mayor's ,
agenda. But, the Commission felt that having a directly elected Sheriff who
must specifically and only address these issues, and be held accountable on law
enforcement issues, is a more directly accountable approach to adequate law
enforcement.
The Mayor could still be elected upon law enforcement issues and be involved in
policy making which could affect and result in more a better law enforcement
through his/her participation in the budget process, as well as in policy
making and ordinances which would provide policy and enforcement direction to
the elected Sheriff. Thus, the Mayor will still have a major impact on law
enforcement, and the voters can, and will, hold both the Mayor and Sheriff
accountable in protecting its citizens.
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Special Districts?
Why were special districts left in place? Hag do you propose that we are
streamlining goverment when we are keeping over 300 elected officials, and
then adding an additional 100? Did we survey on special districts? Did we
exclude special district's based solely on a political judgement? If not, why
didn't we poll? (G. Johnson)
Special districts are not included in the Charter proposal, although they are
certainly welcome to join at the request of their governing board. They were
left in place for the following reasons:
-- they work. Special districts are already a government that is close to
those they serve, have Shown a good track record, and the Commission
has not heard dissatisfaction from residents;
-

they are naturally merging on their own. Only a decade ago, there were
24 fire districts. Today, this number is down to thirteen, and other
merger talks are ongoing, including a move to consolidate the entire
unincorporated area into one district; and,

-

the work of the Local Government Reorganization Committee (our
predecessor Commission), which examined this issue in depth recommended
exclusion of special districts. They based their conclusions on:
-

a political decision as a result of numerous conversations with
participants who were involved in the last consolidation effort in
1974. Almost unanimously, these former Charter Commissioners
expressed the opinion that the inclusion of special districts, and
the resulting resistance from those districts, was the main factor
for the defeat of that proposal;

-

the belief that an incremental approach to the merger of special
districts is a better way to address the issue. The Commission
felt that achieving the major goal of consolidating the City and
County was a first step. This first step will already be
difficult. Including special districts would only confuse voters
more, increase resistance, and make the whole proposal more
difficult. Once the City/County merger is complete, the position
for mergers will be much better.

The Commission did not poll on this issue. However, in both regular meetings
and community meetings (where Commissioners were always sure to mention that
special districts were not a part of the proposal) the Commission found that
this issue was not a particularly controversial or problematic area. In future
polls, we would be glad to include the question if it is the wish of the
elected officials.
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Date and Timing?
Will the Charter proposal require the approval of the Board and City Cbuncil
before being placed on the ballot? (Serna)
Under the legislation which both the Board and City Council asked Senator Leroy
Greene to sponsor, the Board and City Council would have had to "ratify" the
Charter before it was placed upon the ballot. This amendment was added at the
request of the Board and City Council, and the Ad-Hoc Commission had no
objections as it has always been their intent to get the formal blessing of
both legislative bodies before going to the ballot. Unfortunately, as it
stands now, this bill has little Chance of passing and has been placed on the
inactive file by Senator Greene for other reasons.
Thus, the Ad-Hoc Commission may have to abide by the legislation passed in 1974
during the last consolidation effort if the proposal is to be put on the
ballot. Under this legislation, formal approval of the Board and City Council
is not required. However, our legal counsel is researching ways to ensure the
Commission's commitment to achieve formal participation by the Board and City
Council.
It is the express intent of the Commission to ensure that the Board and City
Council give their individual approval to the Charter before it is placed
before the voters. Commissioners' desire your suggestions to improve on this
Charter, and even if not required by current legislation, will surely seek
your support for the concept. Without your support, this effort will likely
fail.
When will we be back in front of the City Cbuncil and Board with the final
document? (Smoley)

The current timeline detailed that the Commission hold thirteen community
meetings, establish a speakers bureau to reach many other groups, and talk to
and receive comments from both legislative bodies, union officials, and
department heads throughout the summer.
After hearing these comments, the Commission will reconvene September 19, 1989.
They will then address the comments that they have heard from the community,
the elected officials, and the City and County administrators and make
adjustments as necessary. This process of review will probably take one or two
months. By late fall, the Commission should deliver their final Charter for
your approval, probably in November. At that point we would suggest another
joint meeting for your joint ratification.
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Mayor?
Why a strong Mayor system? (Serna)

Probably the most discussed issue by the Commission was the proper role and
powers of the Mayor under the reorganized government. Commissioners' faced a
number of key questions as they went through their discussions. These
included:
-- should the City-County even have a Mayor?
-- if so, Should this Mayor be a "weak" Mayor or a "strong" Mayor?
-- Should a Mayor be given veto power?
-- should the Mayor have appointment power over a CAD?
-- Should the Mayor sit on the Council?
-- should the Mayor have any budget authority?
-- how extensive should the Mayor's appointment powers be? and,
-- what Should be the Mayor's compensation?
After many hours of debate, the Commission concluded that a strong Mayor system
was best for the future government.
The Commission chose a strong Mayor because it felt that Sacramento needs, and
will continue to need, a strong political leader to help guide our growing
region and carry out a voter approved agenda. By definition, legislative
bodies provide a diversity of visions and viewpoints, and a consensus arises
from these viewpoints on specific issues. Yet, it is extremely difficult for
the voter to hold any particular legislator accountable for that agenda because
it is an amalgam of different viewpoints representing no one legislator's
views. It is, instead, a compromise of all the Council members. It was felt
that electing one person County-wide on an agenda and giving that elected
official the tools to implement it would provide the voter the opportunity to
Choose between competing visions of Sacramento's future. Then, equipped with
some structural tools, the Mayor could execute this agenda by working and
building a consensus with the Council.
As a result, under the Commission proposal, the Mayor has veto authority, lineitem veto authority, submits the budget, and has extensive appointment powers.
Without these powers, a Mayor is limited in carrying out the policies that the
electorate mandated. Using the state and federal governments as a model, as
well as a number of other cities, it was felt that a Charter, which provides a
strong, accountable Mayor, complete with a series of checks and balances is the
best way to guide the City into the future.
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What did the survey show regarding a strong or weak Mayor? (Fastanis)
The questions regarding Mayoral power in the poll did not ask the question in
this fashion, as most voters do not really know the difference between a
"strong" and "weak" Mayor. Instead, the Commission asked voters much more
specific questions about particular powers. The findings revealed the
following:
-- 71.4% of those polled stated the Mayor should have the power to veto
acts of the Council subject to an override;
-- 60.4% felt that the Mayor should appoint the department heads of the
City/County;
-- 56.4% felt that the day to day administration of the City/County should
be done by a Chief Administrative Officer; and,
-- 44.3% felt the Mayor should submit the budget, while 41.7% felt that a
CAO Should submit the budget. The remainder were undecided or
expressed no preference.
Given these findings, the Commission's proposal is not at all inconsistent with
the perceptions of the public. The pollster interpreted these results to mean
that "voters seemed comfortable with a government functioning with both a Mayor
and a City Administrator."
The Commission's proposal supplies these Checks (i.e. veto override, Council
concurrence on key appointments, approval over the budget, etc.) and continues
the current practice of having professional management over the administrative
affairs of the City/County.
Does a strung Mayor - structurally set up -- really provide for strong
leadership? (Eastanis)
No structure will help a Mayor who does not want to lead, or who is
ineffective in using the powers of his/her office. Yet, a structure can give a
Mayor certain tools which will make it eAsier to bring their policies to
fruition. The Commission assumed that the voters will elect competent Mayors
who do have visions and policies they want to achieve, and have the tools to
carry out that agenda.
No structure can guarantee strong leadership, but structure can help a strong
leader succeed.
Too much power in one person with Mayor proposal? (Smoley, Collin, Streng,
Pope)
The Charter will create a stronger Mayor, but the Mayor will not be
monolithic. He/she will need the concurrence of Council for all major actions,
and a number of other Checks and balances exist. The only way a Mayor could
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become too powerful is if the Council of Supervisor's acquiesced to the Mayor
in all policy matters. This could happen, but it is very unlikely that fulltime and accountable Council members will consistently give in to the Mayor.
Instead, the Mayor will operate more like our current Governor and President,
and neither of these offices can succeed without cooperation from the
legislative bodies. Some of these checks and balances on the Mayor's powers
are characterized as follows:
-

although the Mayor submits a budget, it is professionally prepared, and
it must be approved by the Council of Supervisors;

-

although the Mayor possesses the line-item veto, it can be overridden
by the Council of Supervisors with seven votes out of eleven (only one
more than a majority);

-

although the Mayor appoints the CAD and City Attorney, the Council must
approve these appointments;

-

although the Mayor may remove a CAD without Council approval, Council
opinions will surely be taken into account, and again the new appointee
must be amenable to the Council;

-

all veto's of ordinances and resolutions other than budget items can be
overridden by eight votes out of eleven; and,

-

the Council of Supervisors will serve full-time, have staff, and access
to the same information as the Mayor. A Council with the attributes
will not be easily manipulated by any Mayor.

In essence, although the Mayor will be stronger than is currently the case in
the City of Sacramento, many checks exist to mitigate some of the concerns of
too much power. The Mayor is meant to add one City/County-wide voice to the
policy process -- to lead and help build consensus, not run rough Shod over
other elected officials.
Mould the proposal result in a "professionally" prepared budget? (Collin) Who
prepares the budget? (Mueller)
The CAO actually prepares the Mayor's budget. Thus, under the direction of

the Mayor, a professionally trained manager will oversee the actual creation of
the budget. Once prepared, the CAD will submit this budget to the Mayor for
his/her review. This budget, along with any Mayoral recommendations, will then
be submitted to the Council of Supervisors for its review and approval. In
addition, the original requests of all department heads will be submitted to
the Council for their review at the same time. Thus, the "official" budget
request will reflect the budget recommendations of the Mayor, but in reviewing
the document, the Council of Supervisors will have access to all the
information and requests of the individual departments. The Mayor's budget
will only be used as a starting point during budget hearings. The Council will
have extensive information and power to adapt the budget if it so desires.
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Can the councilmanager tradition that is present in California be overcome?
(Collin)
Clearly, California cities were at the forefront of the "reform" movement in
municipal administration, and California has a long and successful history with
the council-manager form of government at the local level. Yet, trends in a
number of cities throughout the state are Showing that stronger Mayor's are a
desired element in local government to help provide leadership. San Diego, San
Jose, Oakland, and Fresno, as well as many other smaller cities, have all had
Charter amendments in recent years which increased the powers of their Mayor.
Although each of these cities still maintains a council-manager system, recent
changes suggest that a stronger Mayor is becoming more accepted in California
cities. In addition, with the extensive influx of new residents from other
areas where stronger Mayors are the norm, the strong tradition of councilmanager support seems to be weakening. Further, the Commission poll seems to
reflect this trend in that Sacramentan's are not afraid of strong, accountable
political leadership. Voters seem able to differentiate between professional
and competent administration of municipal services -- which they want to
continue -- and policy leadership. Although this split is not always easy to
maintain in practice, the voters seem ready to accept changes in this long
lasting system of local government.
Can we (Should we) separate out strong or weak Mayor on ballot? (Serna)
Because it might become such a volatile and controversial issue, it would be
possible to have the voters have a separate question on the ballot only
addressing the question of the executive structure of the Charter. The
Commission did discuss this issue, but rejected it. Such a proposal could be
accomplished and has merit.
However, having two questions on the ballot could result in confusion to the
voter. As has been noted, the Charter proposal is complex and demands a great
deal of thought from the voter. The Commission felt that separating the issue
into two parts would probably hurt the chances of the consolidation passing.
In essence, by using the Commission polls, our community meetings, our
discussions with both governing boards, and our staff research, the Commission
hopes to arrive at a consensus on one plan that best suits the needs of the
Sacramento region. This would result in a clearer debate on the proposal, and
allow the voters to support or reject the package.
Therefore, although it is possible to separate the executive structure at the
ballot, it would result in greater confusion and a greater chance that the
whole proposal could fail. The Commission feels that Choosing one plan very
carefully is the better way to handle this situation.
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Term Limits?
Did we examine limiting terms of any officials? (Mueller, Ferris) Did we poll
an tern length? (Mueller)
The Commission did examine, on many nights, the issue of limiting the number
terms that elected officials could serve. In fact, the issue was brought up
during the discussions on the Council of Supervisors, the Mayor, and the Local
Community Councils. In all three cases, the Commission rejected putting term
limits on the elected officials.
Although the Commission recognized that incumbency is very powerful, and that
it is difficult to dislodge a sitting officeholder, they did not want to remove
the choice from the voters. Ultimately, the voters are the best ones to decide
who should represent them. If the voters decide to keep someone in office, it
was the consensus of the Commission that this choice Should not be eliminated.
Instead of a Charter deciding when a person Should leave office, the proposal
allows the voters to decide who Should represent them.
Supervisors?
Is eleven an acceptable number? Brow did you arrive at eleven? (Icastanis) Tbo
many supervisors? (Smoley)
The Commission arrived at the number of eleven after nights of discussion.
The Commission wanted a Council that would:
-- be large enough to provide access to minorities;
-- be small enough so as to assure that the proceedings would not
unwieldy;
-- be large enough to insure that all interests and ideas could be
represented;
-- be small enough so as to not be dominated by parochial interests so
that a "statesman-like" attitude could be attained for regional
decision-making; and,
-- result in districts with smaller ratios of citizens to representatives
than is presently the case in the unincorporated area.
After many hours of discussion, eleven was decided as the number best fitting
the above criteria.
The Commission feels that this number will provide adequate representation for
all citizens, while still allowing for a statesman-like attitude on the
Council. It was also felt that eleven Supervisors could work well with each
other. The current City Council number of nine has worked successfully for
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many years, and our Commission of fifteen has not been overloaded or
cumbersome. Finally, the number of eleven has been in use in San Francisco for
many years and has worked successfully.
Does the Council of Supervisors act the same way as the present Board of
Supervisors and City COuncil regarding social service issues' (Cbllin)
Yes, the Council of Supervisors, along with the Mayor, will be responsible for
administering all state mandated social programs, making decisions on the
placement of low income housing, and for making funding decisions on the
numerous social programs that are available. In essence, the Council will
operate like both the present City Council and the Board of Supervisors. They
will be the governing Board for a large urban County and be responsible for
carrying out County programs and policies, and they will also be a City Council
responsible for municipal and police affairs.

PH/adj 89'336

CHARTER SUMARY

The Sacramento Ad-Hoc Charter Commission submits the following brief summary of
the major attributes contained in the Charter proposal which reorganizes the
existing city and county governments into a merged single unit of government.
These include:
-- a single county-wide legislature with greater ability to resolve
difficult area-wide issues;
-- the necessary authority for an independent, elected leader to implement
the voters' community improvement agenda;
-- local community participation and decision-making authority over issues
affecting the neighborhoods in which they live;
-

a net annual financial improvement of $27.2 million in 1987-88 dollars
over status quo; . ari,

-- avoidance of a $9.3 million negative financial impact and the
balkenization of area-wide decisions associated with the inevitable
formation of new cities.
The proposal establishes a two-tier system of government. The first is a
metropolitan-tier with an independent, county-wide elected Mayor; a Chief
Administrative Officer; and, an eleven-member Council of Supervisors. The
Council of Supervisors would pc ordinances and approve the budget;.the Mayor
would have enhanced leadership powers by the use of the veto, line item veto,
and expanded appointment powers; and the Chief Administrative Officer would
supervise the day-to-day administration of the city-county.
The second tier would consist of twenty Local community Councils (LCC's) who
would have decision-making authority over specified land-use decisions; such
as, variances, use permits, and parcel maps among others. These councils will
initially be composed of five elected members who would provide an elected
voice for the communities at the metropolitan level in matters that concern the
communities.
Each component is briefly described below and in greater detail in the full
Charter included as Exhibit 3.

MAYOR

Probably the most discussed issue by the Commission was the' proper role and
powers of the Mayor under the reorganized government. The Commissioners faced
a nuMber of key questions as they went through their discussions. These
included:
-- should the city-county even have a Mayor?
-

if so, should this Mayor be a "weak" Mayor or a "strong" Mayor?
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-

Should a Mayor be given veto power?

-

Should the Mayor have appointment over a CAO?

-

Should the Mayor sit on the Council?

-

Should the Mayor have any budget authority?

-

how extensive Should the Mayor's appointment powers be? and,

-

what Should be the Mayor's compensation?

After many hours of public testimony and debate, coupled with a highly accurate
survey of registered voters, the Commission has agreed upon a Mayor who would
have the following attributes and powers:
-

elected county-wide to a four-year term;

-

act as spokesperson for the city-county;
have veto and line-item veto authority. Council can override any veto.
A line-item veto override requires seven votes; general policy veto
overrides require eight votes;

-

make the appointment, with Council confirmation, of the Chief
Administrative Officer. Thereafter, the CAD would serve at the
pleasure of the Mayor;

-

make the appointment, subject to confirmation by the Council, of the
city-county attorney. However, the attorney may only be removed by
confirmation of the Council upon recommendation of the Mayor;

-

submit the budget to the Council of Supervisors;

-

make appointments, with Council confirmation, to all boards and
commissions except the Policy Planning Commission. All these
commissioners would serve at the pleasure of the Mayor;

-

have extensive opportunities to propose ordinances, address Council,
and make recommendations on city-county policy; and,

-

receive a salary that is 88% of the salary received by a California
Municipal Court Judge (approximately $68,000/year). Increases in pay
are tied to increases in the judges salary.

In early deliberations, the Commission identified the need for a Mayor with
enhanced policy leadership powers. As the chief spokesperson for the
city-county, and being elected county-wide, the Commission sought to carefully
structure the office so that the Mayor could initiate and implement the voterapproved agenda while not becoming a monolithic power.
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Therefore, the Commission added a number of checks and balances to these
powers. For example:
-

while the Mayor has veto and line-item veto power, all such
executive actions can be overridden by eight votes of the Council of
Supervisors.

-

although the Mayor submits the budget to the Council, it is still
professionally prepared by the CO. The budget still must be approved
by the Council of Supervisors;

-

although the Mayor will appoint the CAD, who serves at his/her
pleasure, the Charter establishes broad qualifications for the office;
and the appointment requires Council ratification;

-

the CAO - not the Mayor - was given the power to appoint department
heads, although most likely with the informal approval of Mayor; and,

-

although the Mayor can appoint all members of boards and commissions,
Council ratification is required (except the Policy Planning
Commission, which has a unique appointment process).

CEECEF AEPIINISI1RATIVE OFFICER

TO ensure that professional management and administration continue in the
city-county, the Commission has created the position of Chief Administrative
Officer. The Charter mandates that the Mayor and Council consider his/her
administrative skills and experience in making this very important appointment.
Upon Council ratification, the CAD would serve at the pleasure of the Mayor.
In debating and discussing the CAD, several issues were raised, including .
-- what powers Should the CAD have?
-- haw Should the CAD be appointed and removed? and,
-- how much independence in budgeting and daily administration Should the
CAD have?
Some highlights of the CAO's power include:
-- implementing and administering . laws and ordinances passed by the
Council and Mayor;
-

administering, supervising, and exercising control over all city-county
agencies and department heads;

-

appointing all department heads and approving their subordinate
officers;
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-

advising the Council of Supervisors and the Mayor on operations and
affairs of the city-county; and,

-- preparing the budget under the direction of the Mayor.
These powers will help ensure professional administration of the city and
county under the new government. Under the policy direction of the Mayor
Council, the CAO's duties are to carry out as efficiently and effectively
possible, using his/her management skills and experience, the policies of
elected leaders.

the
and
as
the

While the CAD appointment requires ratification by the Council, the Commission
decision to have the CAD serve at the pleasure of the Mayor was arrived at for
the following reasons:
-

the Mayor will be elected based upon an agenda approved by a majority
of the electorate of the entire county and, therefore, ought to have
the ability to hire people that can best implement the Mayors'
electorally approved agenda;

-

the Charter charges the Mayor as being responsible for the executive
department and, consequently, ought to have a CAD who is directly
responsive to this elected official;

-

citizens desire to hold one elected official, the Mayor, accountable
for an inefficient and non-responsive administration; and,

-

such an executive branch structure more closely meets the desires of
the voters as defined by the voters in the latest scientific survey.

The Commission believes that the inclusion of this office, with the powers,
appointment, and removal powers as written, provides the best balance to
achieve the most accountable, efficient, and responsive administration of
city-county departments and services.

METROPOLITAN IEGLSIAIURE

In many respects, the powers and procedures of the metropolitan legislative
body, called the Council of Supervisors, would resemble the powers and
procedures of the present City Council and Board of Supervisors. In general,
highlights of the powers and structure of the Council of Supervisors include:
-- the power to pass motions, resolutions and ordinances;
-- the power to approve the budget;
-- the power to ratify appointments to all boards and commissions, as well
as ratify the appointment of the CAD and city-county attorney;
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-

the power to investigate any agency or department of city-county
government;
the power to ensure orderly growth and to provide for basic human
service facilities and infrastructure through approval of the general
plan;

-

the Council to be composed of eleven members elected by district;

-

the members to serve four-year, staggered terms; and,

-

the members to serve full-time with a salary equal to 80% of the salary
received by a California Municipal Court Judge.

Specifically, three issues were the focus of most of the discussion and debate;
these were:
-

should the Council be full or part-time?

-

what is an appropriate compensation? and,

-

how many members should serve on the Council?

The Commission wanted a Board that would be:
-

large enough to provide accPsq to minorities;

-

small enough so as to not be dominated by parochial interests so that a
"statesman-like" attitude could be attained for regional (county-wide)
decision-making;

-

small enough to assure that the proceedings would not be unwieldy;

-

large enough to ensure that all interests and ideaq could be
represented; and,

-

result in districts with smaller ratios of citizens to representatives
than is presently the case in the unincorporated area.

After many hours of discussion, the number of eleven was decided as best
fitting the above criteria.
With a city-county the size of Sacramento, most likely the third largest city
in the state, it was felt that these officials Should serve full-time and be
paid accordingly to properly fulfill the job responsibility and provide
Sacramentans with the necessary representation.
Compensation was a more difficult issue to resolve. The Commissioners felt
that a salary for Council members Should be comparable to other localities of
similar population and responsibility. In addition, the Commission desired to
ensure that future decisions on pay increases, which are always politically
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sensitive, be removed from the Supervisors. Upon research, and supported by
the voter survey, the Commission decided that the best answer was to tie the
Supervisors' salary to 80% of, and tie future increases to, the municipal court
judge salary (approximately $62,000/year)

IDML CCIVINITY CCICINOIS

The second tier of government, the Local Community Councils (LCC's) is probably
the single most innovative and important component of this new local
government. The new Charter establishes 20 LCC's, as detailed on the attachel
map, which would have decision-making authority over a number of land-use
decisions while also acting as the voice of the community on issues that
concern them. These Councils will be initially composed of five members,
elected by district, to serve four-year terms. These local legislative bodies
are not only advisory, but have true decision-making powers over the land-use
issues specified in the Charter.
In addition, the Commission has created an eleven-member policy planning
commission, consisting of elected members of the LCC's, to act as an advisory
board and make recommendations on the general plan. The policy planning
commission will also act as an appeals board for decisions on land-use issues
made at the LCC level. Decisions on appeals are final.
Several issues confronted the Commission as it examined and explored the
specific powers which ought to be delegated to these new entities. Some of
these issues include:
-

should LCC's be mandatory in all sections of the county?

-

how should their boundaries be set?

-

should members be elected or appointed?

-

should LCC's be able to provide services?

-

should LCC's be able to generate their own revenue? and,

-

haw much power in land-use decisions Should they be granted'

-

haw can the `2 ■11MBY' (not in my backyard) problem be alleviated?

After examining these questions, and many more, the Commission formed a
consensus on the powers and structure of these Councils contained in the
Charter which are very briefly listed below:
-

mandatory for all parts of county;

-

boundaries initially set in the charter;
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-

communities based upon "natural" community boundaries;

-

a body designated by the Council of Supervisors be used to re-adjust
boundaries upon petition by people of the community - any change could
require a vote of those citizens in the communities affected;

-

initially composed of five members, but could be expanded at a later
time if the community requests a change and the Council of Supervisors
approves;

-

elected by district;

-

elected by plurality;

-

serve four-year terms;

-

provide no direct services, although they will have input and provide
advice on metropolitan service provision;
make land-use decisions that do not require general plan changes;
provide input and advice to the metropolitan government on all matters
affecting communities; and,

-

act as focal point for community views and idpas.

Specific land-use powers include:
-

LCC representatives make up policy planning commission which reviews
and makes recammendations on the general plan to the Council of
Supervisors;

-

LCC's prepare their own community plan with Council of Supervisors
review limited to assuring consistency with general plan;

-- decision-making powers over use permits, rezones, variances,
neighborhood preservation areas, special planning areas, and
subdivision and parcel maps that do not require changes to the general
plan; and,
-- appeals of planning decisions heard by policy planning commission
which is made up of LCC members.
The powers granted to these communities represent a carefully crafted balance
that:
-- gives the communities more local control over the development and
future of their neighborhoods which has been an expressed desire that
Commissioners have heard in 16 community meetings; and,
-- still enables the metropolitan-tier to coordinate, plan, develop, and
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guide growth policies for the entire county through approval and
control of the general plan.
As a result of this balance, those matters that are truly regional in nature
will be decided at the metropolitan level, while those issues that are truly
local will be decided at the community level where those most impacted by the
decision live. This consensus carefully balances city-county and local
concerns and should result in a lessening of the `NIMBY' problem. The
Commission struck the balance as presented in the Charter after many hours of
debate, research and discussion.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
'No major questions faced the Commission regarding decisions in this area:
-- should the City Police and Sheriff's Department's be merged? and,
-- who should head up this new department if the merger were to take
place?
The Commission proposal establishes a merged, city-county law enforcement
agency. The Commission felt that the merger of the Sheriff and City Police
departments would result in a better coordinated and effective department.
Specifically, a more efficient distribution of labor resources can be achieved
which would result in more effective crime prevention. Further, the merger
would result in economic efficiencies by combining such areas as training,
communications, crime prevention programs, special investigations, and crime
labs, among other services.
The California Constitution requires each county to have an elected Sheriff,
and given the fact that Sacramento has had a history of electing effective law
enforcement professionals to this office, the Commission felt that this elected
Sheriff was the most responsive and logical official to head up the merged
department.

OTHER ELECTED OFFTCIALS
The California Constitution requires each county in the state to have an
elected District Attorney, Sheriff, and Assessor. As a result, the Commission
had no latitude in deciding whether these officials would be elected, although
the Commission consensus is that the independence of these offices is necessary
to carry out their duties to be responsive to the public.
The Auditor, currently an elected official, will also continue to be elected
under the reorganization to monitor city-county expenditures. The Commission
decided that an independent Auditor is necessary to ensure that city-county
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expenditures of the public's money is independently monitored, assuring public
accountability.
The merger Should have minimal impact on the District Attorney and Assessor, as
these services are presently provided county-wide. The impact on the Auditor
will be an increased workload as the auditing duties previously performed under
outside contract in the former City of Sacramento would now be performed by the
Auditor's office. Finally, as noted Above, the duties of the Sheriff will be
expanded to include the administration of the entire city-county police
department.

MUMS AND FINANCING

The Commission proposal has two different taxing districts by necessity. The
Commission decided that two districts Should be created: an urban district
which covers the boundaries of the present city; and, a general services
district that covers the present unincorporated area. These service districts
are established to reflect and temporarily protect the present reality that
city residents pay a higher tax (e.g. utility tax) and receive a higher level
of services (i.e. police officers per capita may be double that of the
unincorporated area). These service districts also protect the interests of
city residents by assuring them their higher service levels will not be diluted
as a result of the merger.
However, the Charter proposal mandates a complete service and tax analysis to
be undertaken after voter approval. The results of this analysis will
determine:
-

which services Should be equalized county-wide;

-

which services are unique to the urban area;

-

a proper adjustment to taxation levels in each area that is consistent
with the level of service provided; and,

-

development of a plan to achieve these service and taxation levels
under the current budget of limited resources.

Thus, the intent of these service districts is to ultimately ensure that taxes
directly relate to the services actually received.
In addition to the creation of service districts, the merger would also have
other financial impacts on the city-county. Some of these include:
-

the present unincorporated area would gain the taxing authority of a
city. Thus, revenue flexibility will be present which is not available
in the present unincorporated area (i.e. utility tax); and,
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-

the merger would result in the addition of substantial new revenue
sources via increased state subventions that are available to cities
but not counties. The accounting and consulting firm of Arthur Young
has stated in their report that an additional $22.9 million annually
will flow into the city-county, with no tax increase, as a result of
extra state subventions. This estimate is based on 1987-88 data and
will reflect annual increases provided by the state. These are
increases in the motor vehicle in-lieu fees, and additional gas and
cigarette tax revenues. In addition, another $4.3 million will accrue
to the government as a result of increased efficiencies.

SPECCAL DISIRICIS AND FIG (FDISCM, ISIEICM, AND GALT) CITIES
The Commission decided early on that special districts would not be required to
participate in the merger. This decision was made for a variety of reasons
which include:
-

the general satisfaction with services that are provided by special
districts among their constituents. Basically, Commissioners heard
little discontent About special districts;

-

the view that this consolidation would engender even more confusion to
the voter making an already confusing concept even more difficult;

-

the view that special district consolidation is taking place
voluntarily at present. Fire district mergers have taken place in a
number of districts, including the recently approved merger of the
Citrus Heights and Rancho Cordova districts; and,

-

the fact that provisions are in the charter which will all for future
mergers at the request of the special district board, a petition of the
those citizens within the special district, or by the Council of
Supervisors putting the vote to the electorate within the special
district. Thus, the mechanisms will be present for future mergers if
the special districts or their citizens so desire.

In addition, the Commission has also excluded the three cities of Folsom,
Isleton, and Galt from the consolidation while providing them the opportunity
to join the consolidated government if they so desire. These cities were
excluded because:
-- there is strong resistance by elected officials in these areas for
consolidation;
-

it is not the wish of the Commission to include entities that do not
want to participate; and,

-- the exclusion of these small cities will not adversely impact the
city-county services or finances.
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Finally, although they are not required to join this consolidated government,
citizens in these cities, by virtue of being citizens of the county, will have
an opportunity to vote on the proposal. If the merger passes, the relationship
between the FIG cities and the city-county will be that of any city to its
county.

111SCELTANDOUS ISSUES

In addition to the major categories presented, there are several other issues
of concern that need highlighting. These include provisions which state:
-

no one will lose their job or lose compensation as a result of the
merger. Any future reductions in labor will be achieved through
attrition or "golden handshakes." This was placed in the Charter by
the Commission to reassure current employees that the merger will not
be detrimental to their livelihood;

-

the debts, obligations, contracts, property, and leases of the two
governments will become the responsibility of the merged government.
This assures that agreements and other legal matters will continue
without interruption and gives reassurance to all those doing business
with the city and county that all contracts will be honored;

-

policy differences between the two jurisdictions will remain in effect
in their former jurisdiction. This was stated to ensure that the
Charter remains a structural document and does not get mired down in a
series of policy issues that are unrelated to structure. Instead, the
Commissioners felt that the responsibility for addressing these
differences should be accomplished by the new, democratically elected
metropolitan government; and,

-

the installation of water meters on residential dwellings in the area
of the old city will continue to be prohibited. Again the Commission
rationale is that this is a policy issue which Should be decided by the
voters as a separate issue, and not be tied to a Charter vote. Water
meters are not prohibited in the present unincorporated area, and this
will not Change under the reorganization. The prohibition on water
meters will continue in the old city until a vote of the people within
that area Changes it.
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TRANSITION GOVERNMENT
A smooth transition is a critical aspect of any reorganization, and the

Commission examined several plans to accomplish this objective. Same issues
included:
-

how long Should the transition take?

-

Should there be an interim transition government, or Should elections
begin immediately following Charter approval?

-

how Should the present incumbents be included in the reorganization?

-

if an interim transition government is formed, what form Should it take
and wnat should be its powers?

-

with the 1990 census so close, should the new council of supervisors
district boundaries be drawn before or after the new census data is
available? and,

-

should there be a role for a third party, independent board to advise
on the consolidation and merger of the departments?

After much debate, discussion, and research, the Commission has decided upon
the following plan:
-- the initial elections for the new Council of Supervisors, the Mayor, and the
Local Community Councils will take place in June and November of 1992. The
Commission decided to wait until the 1990 census is available before
apportioning district boundaries for these important offices to ensure that
each district has as accurate a population count as possible, particularly
as these counts relate to minority representation;
-- the present City Council will continue to oversee the everyday running of
the old city while the Board of Supervisors will continue to govern the old
county;
-- a new Board be established consisting of three members of the City Council
and five from the Board of Supervisors to oversee transition issues. This
interim Board would be more balanced with the population between the city
and the county. The role of the transition governing board would be to:
-- appoint an interim CO to administer the transition. This CAO would be
responsible to the interim transition board;
oversee, monitor and approve all department consolidations, labor
issues, implementation costs, budget procedures and any other
organizational issues that might affect the smooth transition of the
merger;
monitor and oversee the fiscal analysis to recommend proper taxation
and service levels for the urban and general service districts;
work with the old City Council and Board of Supervisors to assure a
smooth transition;
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-- a third party Commission Should be created to advise the interim board on
implementation matters. The role of this Commission would be to:
-- prepare and recommend district lines for LCC's;
-- prepare and recommend Council of Supervisors district lines;
-- monitor and make recommendations to the transition board on all aspects
of the transition including department consolidations, implementation
costs, proper budgeting procedures, and any other item that affects the
reorganization and implementation of the consolidated government;
-- provisions be included in the transition which address the transition of
personnel and personnel related issues such as:
-- continuation of compensation;
-- continuation of employment;
-- inducements to encourage early retirements;
-- continuation of disciplinary appeals rights;
-- the selection and process for choosing a bargaining unit to negotiate
future contracts; and,
-- the transition government begin as soon as possible after the Charter
passes and end January 1, 1993. The primaries for the new Council of
Supervisors and Mayor would take place in June of 1992 with the general
election taking place in November 1992. The new Council of Supervisors and
Mayor would take full power January 2, 1993.
The Commission decided upon this plan after much debate because of the
following attributes:
-- it includes all the incumbents;
-

it would create a population-balanced board based upon one-person, onevote principles;

-

it allows experienced political leaders to oversee the transition; and,

-- appropriate controls can be placed on the interim board to ensure that
no abuses of power are attempted (i.e. no new tax increases can occur
during interim).
In essence, the Commission believes that this plan will bring About a smooth
and well-coordinated transition as quickly as is feasible.
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